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We present two splitting formulas for calculating the Tutte polynomial of a
matroid. The first one is for a generalized parallel connection across a 3-point line
of two matroids and the second one is applicable to a 3-sum of two matroids. An
important tool used is the bipointed Tutte polynomial of a matroid, an extension
of the pointed Tutte polynomial introduced by Brylawski.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that determining the Tutte polynomial of a matroid (or even
of a planar graph) is *P-hard, and therefore is determining many other
quantities such as the chromatic and flow polynomials of a graph or the
Jones and Kauffman bracket polynomials of an alternating link [3, 2, 9]
is also. The natural question is how can we restrict the considered class of
matroids in order to obtain polynomial-time algorithms for computing the
Tutte polynomials.
The paper [7] of Oxley and Welsh shows that one such class is the
accessible matroids of bounded width (for example, the series-parallel
matroids). The crucial idea of their paper was to break down an input
matroid M in some not-too-small pieces (derived from parts of a 2-sum)
and to calculate the Tutte polynomial of M from the Tutte polynomials of
these pieces. For each piece the same procedure is applied recursively.
A splitting formula is actually an arithmetic rule, which states how to
obtain the Tutte polynomial of M from the Tutte polynomials of these
smaller matroids. In [7] a splitting formula for 2-sums is used.
In this paper we obtain a splitting formula for a generalized parallel con-
nection across a 3-point line and later a splitting formula for 3-sums.
A 2-sum cannot be 3-connected but is 2-connected, while a 3-sum cannot
be 4-connected but may be 3-connected. Therefore we can obtain more
complex matroids by successive applications of the operations of 3-sums,
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2-sums, and direct sums than can be obtained by applying only the opera-
tions of 2-sums and direct sums. Thus, the presented splitting formulas are
tools for faster computation of the Tutte polynomials of a matroid class
more complex than that given in [7].
It is worth mentioning that in the case of Tutte polynomials of graphs
Negami [4] has obtained splitting formulas for graphs of any (fixed) con-
nectivity.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we introduce the Tutte
polynomial and some fundamental definitions linked to its computation.
The next Section 4 restates briefly the notion of the pointed Tutte polyno-
mial of Brylawki [1] and gives the splitting formulas for a parallel connec-
tion and for a 2-sum of two matroids. Section 5 introduces the bipointed
Tutte polynomial of a matroid M, culminating in a formula for calculating
it from some minors of M. Finally, Section 6 uses all previous results in
order to obtain the main splitting formulas. It also exhibits analogous split-
ting formulas communicated by Oxley [6].
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
Our notation follows [5]. We denote by E(M ) the set of points of a
matroid M and by r( } ) its rank operator, writing r(M ) for r(E(M )). We
will denote a single-point matroid whose only element is an isthmus or a
loop as I or L, respectively. For the sake of brevity we call each point
which is not an isthmus or a loop a circuit point. The status of a point is
one of the three possible properties of being a loop, an isthmus or a circuit
point. We denote the family of circuits of a matroid M by C(M).
For a matroid M and TE(M ) let M"T (or M"e if T=[e]) be the
matroid on E(M )&T with [CE(M )&T : C # C(M )] as the set of cir-
cuits. We say that M"T has been obtained by deletion of T from M. (We
think of deletion as an operation while the standard definition [5] says
that deletion is the matroid M"T ).
For M and SE(M ), the matroid M"(E(M)&S) is called the restric-
tion of M to S and is denoted as M | S.
For a matroid M and TE(M ) we define the contraction of M to
E(M )&T as an operation resulting in a matroid M$ whose circuits are
exactly the minimal nonempty elements of the set [C&T : C # C(M )]. M$
is denoted by MT (or by Me if T=[e]).
Each sequence of contractions and deletions is called a reduction. For
e1 , e2 , e3 # E(M ) we write e1"e3 e2 to describe a reduction of length three,
in which point e1 is contracted in M, point e3 is deleted in the matroid
resulting from the first operation, and e2 is contracted in the matroid
obtained from the second operation. Note that e1"e3 e2 denotes a
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sequence of operations and not a matroid. The case when a reduction has
length one is called a single reduction. A matroid resulting from a reduction
R applied to M is denoted by M(R). M(R) is called a minor of M.
Let M1 , M2 be matroids with E(M1) & E(M2)=[ p] and |E(M1)|,
|E(M2)|3. If p is not a loop or an isthmus in M1 or M2 then the 2-sum
M1  2 M2 of M1 and M2 is the matroid on E(M1) _ E(M2)&[ p] whose
set of circuits is the union of the families of circuits C(M1" p), C(M2 " p),
and [C1 _ C2&[ p] : Ci is a circuit of Mi with p # Ci , i=1, 2].
Let M1 , M2 be matroids and [ p] = E(M1) & E(M2). If p is neither a
loop nor an isthmus in M1 or M2 , then the parallel connection P(M1 , M2)
of M1 and M2 is a matroid with the family of circuits
[C1 _ C2&[ p] : Ci is a circuit of Mi with p # Ci , i=1, 2]
_ C(M1) _ C(M2).
The important link to the definition of a 2-sum is that if M1 and M2 create
a 2-sum, then this 2-sum is exactly P(M1 , M2)" p.
We use the following definition of a generalized parallel connection
(GPC) taken from [5, p. 419]. Let M1 and M2 be two matroids and
E1=E(M1), E2=E(M2). A GPC PN(M1 , M2) of M1 and M2 is a matroid
on E1 _ E2 whose flats are those subsets XE1 _ E2 such that X & E1 is
a flat of M1 and X & E2 is a flat of M2 . We write T=E1 & E2 and
N=M1 |T. We call N a connecting matroid or a connecting minor. We say
that a GPC is across a 3-point line, if a connecting minor is a 3-circuit.
From this definition it follows that the simple matroid associated with
Mi | T must be a modular flat of the simple matroid associated with Mi for
at least one i # [1, 2]. This condition is sufficient for the existence of a GPC
of M1 and M2 (see [5] for more details).
Closely related to the GPC is the notion of the 3-sum of two matroids.
The idea of a 3-sum for binary matroids has been used by Seymour in his
decomposition theorem for regular matroids [8]. We introduce here a
generalization of his definition which also applies to non-binary matroids.
Let M1 , M2 be matroids, E1=E(M1), E2=E(M2), T=E1 & E2 , and
N=M1 | T. If M1 | T and M2 | T are 3-circuits and the GPC PN(M1 , M2)
exists, then the 3-sum M13 M2 of M1 and M2 equals PN(M1 , M2)"T. In
other words, the sufficient conditions for the existence of M1 3M2 are
that M1 | T and M2 | T are 3-circuits and that for at least one i # [1, 2] the
simple matroid associated with Mi | T is a modular flat of the simple
matroid associated with Mi .
(Seymour imposes additional conditions necessary in his applications:
both M1 and M2 must be binary; both E1 and E2 should have more than
six elements, and T must not contain a cocircuit of M1 and M2).
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3. THE TUTTE POLYNOMIAL AND ITS CALCULATION
The Tutte polynomial t(M ; x, y) of a matroid M is defined by
t(M ; x, y)= :
AE
(x&1)r(E)&r(A) ( y&1)|A|&r(A).
We will use throughout the variables x and y, writing t(M ). The next
proposition gives us an alternate definition of the Tutte polynomial.
Proposition 1 [2]. The Tutte polynomial of a matroid on the empty
ground set is 1. Otherwise let M be a matroid on a non-empty ground set and
e # E(M ). Then its Tutte polynomial t(M ) is given by the following recursive
rules:
(R1) t(M )=t(M"e)+t(Me) if e is a circuit point,
(R2) t(M )=xt(M"e) if e is a an isthmus,
(R3) t(M )= yt(M"e) if e is a loop.
We may apply the rules R1, R2, and R3 until we reach minors with an
empty ground set, or in the more general case we may only reduce points
in a subset E1 of E(M ), stopping when a given minor does not contain any
point in E1 .
Obviously there is a tree T associated with the process of application of
R1, R2, and R3 to points in E1 . The vertex set of T is a certain subset of
all reductions of points in E1 , i.e., reductions of the form b1 ei1 } } } bnein with
n=|E1 |, bj # [" , ], and eij # E1 for j=1, ..., n. We create T when we apply
R1, R2, R3 to points in E1 using the following algorithm, called the
calculation algorithm:
1. Let R0 be the set whose only element is the empty reduction. Let
i :=0.
2. We construct Ri+1 as follows: for each R # Ri , consider a minor
M(R). We choose a point e # E(M(R)) & E1 and apply the corresponding
rule R1, R2, or R3 to e. If R2 or R3 is applied, a minor M(R)"e is created
and so we put R"e into Ri+1 . If R1 is applied, the minors M(R)"e and
M(R)e are created and so we put R"e and Re into Ri+1 . We call R"e
(and possibly Re) a child of R, and R is the parent of R"e (and possibly
of Re). Finally, Ri+1=[child(R) : R # Ri].
3. Put i :=i+1; if i<|E1 |, go to 2.
Now the edges of T link each parent with its one or two children. As
Ri=[R : Rbe # Ri+1 for some e # E1 , b # [" , ]]=[parent(R) : R # Ri+1],
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we can obtain all Ri ’s from Rn for i=1, ..., n&1. Thus, the set Rn com-
pletely characterizes T. We call R(E1 , T)=Rn the calculation of t(M ) on
E1 and the tree T the calculation tree. The only source of differences
between two such trees is the choice of point e for each minor M(R)
in Step 2. Furthermore, let Ri (E1 , T)=Ri and Mi (E1 , T )=[M(R) :
R # Ri (E1 , T)] for i=1, ..., n. We see that Mi (E1 , T ) is the set of minors
obtained in the i th application of Step 2 of the above algorithm.
For R # R(E1 , T ), R=b1ei1 } } } bnein with bj # [" , ] for j=1, ..., n, we
can track which of the rules R1, R2, R3 was applied during the single
reduction of each eij . If a is the number of applications of R2 and b is the
number of applications of R3 during the execution of R, we call
rc(R)=xayb the reduction coefficient of the reduction R. By the distributive
law and induction we have:
t(M )= :
R # R(E1, T )
rc(R) t(M(R)). (1)
Two different reductions Ri , Rj # R(E1 , T) might produce identical minors,
i.e., M(Ri)=M(Rj). Let M(E2) be the set of all minors of M on the ground
set E2=E(M )&E1 and N # M(E2). We define the minor coefficient
mcT (N) as the sum of the reduction coefficients of all R # R(E1 , T ) which
produce N; i.e.,
mcT (N)={ :R # R(E1, T) : M(R)=N rc(R) if N # Mn(E1 , T )0 otherwise.
Clearly,
t(M )= :
N # M(E2)
mcT (N) t(N) (2)
which is a version of (1) with all t(N) factored out for every N # Mn(E1 , T ).
The proof that the minor coefficients do not depend on a particular
calculation tree T is very similar to the proof of Lemma 6.7 in [1] (that the
Tutte polynomial does not depend on the order of applications of the rules
R1, R2, R3) and is left to the reader.
The idea of the splitting formula for a generalized parallel connection of
two matroids is to use (2) to calculate t(M). We will show in Section 6 that
if M is a generalized parallel connection of M1 , M2 with ground sets
E1 , E2 , respectively, then the set of minors of M on E2 has no more than
five elements and these five minors can be found easily. Moreover, there are
formulas for computation of the minor coefficients for each of these minors.
The only input required by these formulas are the Tutte polynomials of five
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easily obtainable minors of M on the ground set E1&E2 . In other words,
we can compute t(M ) using only the Tutte polynomials of the minors of
M on E1&E2 and the minors of M on E2 .
4. THE POINTED TUTTE POLYNOMIAL AND
SIMPLE SPLITTING FORMULAS
The main goal of this section is to present a splitting formula for the
Tutte polynomial of a 2-sum of matroids M1 and M2 . Such a splitting for-
mula (also stated in [7]) can be immediately derived from the following
propositions obtained by Brylawski [1].
Following [1], we define a pointed matroid (M, v) as a pair consisting of
a matroid M and a distinguished point v in E(M ). Let (M, v) be a pointed
matroid, E1=E(M )&[v], and let R(E1) be a calculation on E1 . Let
M=M([v]) be the set of all M-minors on [v]. Then we have by (2)
t(M )= :
N # M
mc(N) t(N).
Clearly the only minors in M are N1 and N2 , where v is an isthmus in N1
and v is a loop in N2 . We write tx(M )=mc(N1) and ty(M )=mc(N2). The
pointed Tutte polynomial tv(M) of a pointed matroid (M, v) is the polyno-
mial x tx(M)+ y ty(M ) on four variables x, y, x , y (where x and y have
only the function of distinguishing tx(M) and ty(M )).
The following remark illustrates the properties of the pointed Tutte poly-
nomial.
Remark 2. Let (M, v) be any pointed matroid.
(a) We note that by Rules R1, R2, R3 and by the definition of mc( )
we have, for a given (M, v) and e # E(M )&[v],
tv(M )=tv(M"e)+tv(Me) if e is a circuit point in M,
tv(M )=xtv(M"e) if e is an isthmus in M,
tv(M )= ytv(M"e) if e is a loop in M.
(b) From (2) it follows immediately that for the Tutte polynomial
t(M ) of the underlying matroid M we have
t(M )=xtx(M )+ yty(M ).
(c) The following formula holds for the pointed Tutte polynomial of
(M, v): if M=M1 M2 and v # M2 , then tv(M)=t(M1) tv(M2).
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Assume that we know tx(M ) and ty(M ) for a pointed matroid (M, v).
Deleting v, we obtain a (non-pointed) matroid M"v. Can we easily express
t(M"v) in terms of tx(M ) and ty(M)? The answer is yes; moreover, t(Mv)
can also be calculated in this way.
Lemma 3 [1, Lemma 6.13, p. 15]. Let (M, v) be a pointed matroid with
pointed Tutte polynomial tv(M)=x tx(M )+ y ty(M ). If v is a circuit point in
M, then
t(M"v)=(x&1) tx(M )+ty(M) (3)
and
t(Mv)=tx(M )+( y&1) ty(M). (4)
Proposition 4 [1, Corollary 6.14, p. 16]. Let (M, v) be a pointed
matroid. If we know the Tutte polynomials t(Mv) and t(M"v), then we can
compute the pointed Tutte polynomial tv(M ),
(x+ y&xy) tx(M )=t(Mv)&( y&1) t(M"v),
(x+ y&xy) ty(M )=t(M"v)&(x&1) t(Mv).
Proof. We obtain tx(M) and ty(M ) by solving the equations
t(Mv)=tx(M)+( y&1)ty(M) and t(M"v)=(x&1)tx(M)+ty(M) obtained
in Lemma 3. K
We now sketch how the last proposition can be used to obtain a splitting
formula for the Tutte polynomial of a 2-sum of two matroids. In
Theorem 6.15 of [1] Brylawski gives the following formula for the pointed
Tutte polynomial of (M, v) in terms of the pointed Tutte polynomials of
M1 and M2 (for the case that neither M1 nor M2 has [v] as a loop or an
isthmus):
tv(M )=x [tx(M1) tx(M2)]+ y [( y&1) ty(M1) ty(M2)
+tx(M1) ty(M2)+ty(M1) tx(M2)]. (5)
Now by using Proposition 4 and the fact that for a pointed matroid
(M, v) we have t(M )=xtx(M)+ yty(M ) we obtain the splitting formula for
the Tutte polynomial of a parallel connection M$=P(M1 , M2) of matroids
M1 and M2 (for the case that neither M1 nor M2 has v as a loop or an
isthmus),
(xy&x& y) t(M$)=[t(M1 v) t(M1"v)] B$ _t(M2 v)t(M"v)&
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where
B$=_xy& y&1&1
&1
y&1& .
Applying the relations found in Proposition 4 and applying (3) to (5) we
obtain the splitting formula for the Tutte polynomial of a 2-sum
M"=M1  2M2 of M1 and M2 :
(xy&x& y) t(M")=[t(M1 v) t(M1"v)] B" _t(M2v)t(M2"v)& ,
where
B"=_x&1&1
&1
y&1& .
5. THE BIPOINTED TUTTE POLYNOMIAL
A bipointed matroid is an ordered triple (M, p, q) where M is a matroid
and p, q are two points in E(M).
Let E1=E(M)&[ p, q]. Let R(E1) be a calculation of t(M ) on E1 and
M$M|E1|(E1) be the set of all M-minors on [ p, q]; then by (2) we have
t(M)= :
N # M
mc(N) t(N).
Obviously there are at most the following five minors in M:
v N1 , in which both p and q are isthmi;
v N2 , where p is an isthmus and q is a loop;
v N3 , where p is a loop and q is an isthmus;
v N4 , where p and q are both loops;
v N5 , where [ p, q] is a circuit.
Our notation associates the symbols x, y, c with an isthmus, a loop, and
a circuit point respectively, and so we write txx(M)=mc(N1), txy(M)=
mc(N2), tyx(M)=mc(N3), tyy(M )=mc(N4), and tcc(M)=mc(N5).
In the following the symbols x x , x y , y x , y y , and c c denote single variables.
For a given bipointed matroid (M, p, q), we define the bipointed Tutte poly-
nomial as the polynomial
tpq(M )=x x txx(M)+x y txy(M)+y x tyx(M )+ y y tyy(M)+c c tcc (M)
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on seven variables x x , x y , y x , y y , c c , x, y over the integers. In a way
analogous to the case of a pointed Tutte polynomial, the first five variables
are only used to separate the terms txx(M), ..., tcc(M).
The following remark will be used in the proofs later on. Simultaneously,
it illustrates the relations between tpq(M ) and both the pointed and the non-
pointed Tutte polynomials.
Remark 5. (a) For any e # E(M)&[ p, q], the following hold:
tpq(M)=tpq(M"e)+tpq(Me) if e is a circuit point in M,
tpq(M)=xtpq(M"e) if e is an isthmus in M,
tpq(M)= ytpq(M"e) if e is a loop in M.
(b) With t(N5)=t(C2)=x+ y and (2) we obtain
t(M)=x2txx(M)+xytxy(M)+ yxtyx(M)+ y2tyy(M)+(x+ y) tcc(M).
(c) Given any calculation of t(M) which yields tpq(M), we can
proceed by reducing p in each minor N1 , ..., N5 , thus obtaining the (single)
pointed Tutte polynomial
tq(M)=x [xtxx(M)+ ytyx(M )+tcc(M)]
+ y [xtxy(M)+ ytyy(M)+tcc(M)].
By symmetry we have
tp(M)=x [xtxx(M)+ ytxy(M)+tcc(M)]
+ y [xtyx(M)+ ytyy(M)+tcc(M)].
(d) If M=M1 M2 and p, q # E(M2), then tpq(M)=t(M1) tpq(M2).
(e) if M=M1 M2 with p # E(M1) and q # E(M2), we write
M=(M1 , p) (M2 , q). We obviously have tp(M1)=x p tx(M1)+ y pty(M1)
and tq(M2)=x qtx(M2)+ y qty(M2). It can be shown that tpq(M)=
tp(M1) tq(M2) where x x =x px q , x y =x py q , y x = y px q , and y y = y py q .
Given a matroid M+ being a GPC of matroids M1 and M2 across a
3-point line [ p, q, s], we may delete s in M+, obtaining a bipointed matroid
(M, p, q). The following lemma gives us an important link between the poly-
nomials txx(M), ..., tcc(M) and the minor coefficients of certain matroids
obtained from the connecting minor N of M+ in the process of a calculation
of t(M+).
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Lemma 6. Let (M, p, q) be a bipointed matroid and let M+ be a matroid
on E(M) _ [s] such that M+"s=M and [ p, q, s] is a circuit in M+. Let
R+(E1) be a calculation of t(M+) on E1=E(M+)&[ p, q, s]. We denote by
M+ the set of all M+-minors on [ p, q, s] and by M the set of all M-minors
on [ p, q]. Then , : M+  M with ,(N+)=N +"s is a bijection and has the
property that mc(N+)=mc(,(N+)). Note that mc(,(N+)) is one of the
txx(M), ..., tcc(M ).
Proof. Table I shows the bijection. To obtain M+ we used the fact that
the circuit [ p, q, s] is only changed when one of p, q, s is in the closure of
an E1-point to be contracted. The table contains all three cases when exactly
one of p, q, s becomes a loop, and furthermore the cases when none of p, q, s
is a loop and when all three of p, q, s are loops. Note that if two of the points
become loops the remaining point must also become a loop as [ p, q, s] is
a circuit, so each such matroid is N+4 .
Now we show that mc(N+)=mc(,(N+)) for any N+ # M+. We will
prove first that if M+1 is a M
+-minor which occurred during the calculation
R+(E1), then for each e # E(M1)&[ p, q, s] in the corresponding M-minor
M1 (obtained by the same reduction as M +1 ) e has the same status. As the
order of single reductions does not affect the resulting matroid, we have
M1=M +1 "s. Now if e # E(M1)&[ p, q] is a loop or isthmus in M
+
1 , then
clearly it has the same status in M1. If e is a circuit point, the deletion of s
in M +1 might only affect e if all circuits containing e would also contain s.
But this cannot be the case for the following reason. If s is a loop in M +1 ,
it is not contained in any other circuit. If s is not a loop, there must be a
circuit [ p, q, s] or [ p, s] or [q, s] in M+1 . Thus, the application of the
strong circuit elimination axiom on any circuit containing both e and s and
on one of the three listed circuits yields a circuit with e but without s.
The last claim ensures that in each of M +1 , M1 we may apply the same
rules R1, R2, R3 to e, so R+(E1) is also a calculation for M. We see that
mc(N+)=mc(,(N+)) for each N+ # M+. K
TABLE I
The Bijection ,
N+ # M+ ,(N+)=N+"s
N+1 : [p, q, s] is a circuit N1 : p, q are isthmi
N+2 : q is a loop, [p, s] is a circuit N2 : p is an isthmus, q is a loop
N+3 : p is a loop, [q, s] is a circuit N3 : p is a loop, q is an isthmus
N+4 : p, q, s are loops N4 : p and q are loops
N+5 : s is a loop, [p, q] is a circuit N5 : [p, q] is a circuit
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Lemma 7. Let (M, p, q) be a bipointed matroid and M+ a matroid on
E(M) _ [s] such that M+"s=M and [ p, q, s] is a circuit. Denote by Mc the
matroid M+s and by M& the single pointed matroid Mc"q. Then
tpq(Mc)= y y ty(M&)+c c tx(M&) (6)
and
tpq(Mc)= y y [( y&1) tyy(M)+txy(M )+tyx(M)]
+c c [( y&1) tcc(M)+txx(M)]. (7)
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 6. As
[ p, q, s] is a circuit in M+, [ p, q] is a circuit in Mc. Thus, only minors N4
and N5 may occur on Mc and so only tyy(Mc) and tcc(Mc) might be non-
zero. Given any Mc-minor M1 and e # E(Mc)&[ p, q] we note that the
status of e is the same in both M1 and M1"q. This is due to the fact that for
any circuit C1 of M1 with e, q # C1 , by the circuit elimination axiom
(C1 _ [ p])&[q] is also a circuit containing e, i.e., deletion of q does not
affect the status of any M1-circuit point. Clearly, loops and isthmi also retain
their status, so any calculation R(E(Mc)&[ p, q]) of Mc is also a
Mc"q=M&-calculation. Thus, (with minor coefficients with respect to
calculations for M and M&) tyy(M)=mc(N4)=mc(N4"q)=ty(M&), as p is
a loop in the M&-minor N4"q, and tcc(Mc)=mc(N5)=mc(N5"q)=tx(M&)
as p is an isthmus in the M&-minor N5"q.
Now for the proof of (7) recall that in the calculation R+(E1) of Lemma 6
we did not reduce the point s, i.e., the minors N +1 , ..., N
+
5 have point set
[ p, q, s]. Now we want to extend this calculation by reducing s to obtain
the bipointed Tutte polynomial tpq(M+). Observe that by Lemma 6 the
minor coefficients mc(N +1 ), ..., mc(N
+
5 ) are respectively mc(N1)=
txx(M), ..., mc(N5)=tcc(M ), and therefore we can express tpq(M+) in terms
of txx(M ), ..., tcc(M). We have:
v N +1 "s=N1 and N +1 s=N5 , so t(N +1 )=t(N1)+t(N5),
v N +2 "s=N2 and N
+
2 s=N4 , so t(N
+
2 )=t(N2)+t(N4),
v N +3 "s=N3 and N +3 s=N4 , so t(N +3 )=t(N3)+t(N4),
v N +4 "s=N4 and s is a loop in N
+
4 , so t(N
+
4 )= yt(N4),
v N +5 "s=N5 and s is a loop in N
+
5 , so t(N
+
5 )= yt(N5).
Using (2) and, as mentioned, Lemma 6, we obtain
t(M+)=t(N1) mc(N1)+t(N2) mc(N2)+t(N3) mc(N3)
+t(N4)[mc(N2)+mc(N3)+ ymc(N4)]
+t(N5)[mc(N1)+ yt(N5)].
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Hence by the definition of a bipointed Tutte polynomial we have
tpq(M+)=x x txx(M )+x y txy(M )+ y x tyx(M )
+ y y [txy(M)+tyx(M)+ ytyy(M)]+c c [txx(M)+ ytcc(M)].
By Remark 5(a), tpq(M+)=tpq(M+"s)+tpq(M+s)=tpq(M)+t(Mc), and
thus tpq(Mc)=tpq(M+)&tpq(M), which yields (7). K
Lemma 8. (a) If (Cn, p, q) is a circuit on n points containing p and q,
then
tpq(Cn)={c cx x (xn&3+ } } } +1)+c c
if n<3,
otherwise.
(b) If (Cn , p, q) is a cocircuit on n points containing p and q, then
tpq(Cn)={c cy y ( yn&3+ } } } +1)+c c
if n<3,
otherwise.
Proof. By induction. K
The formulas (3) and (4) express t(M"v) and t(Mv) in terms of tx(M )
and ty(M ). Now by deleting or contracting p from (M, p, q) we obtain
(single) pointed matroids (M" p, q) and (Mp, q) respectively. We will show
below how to find tx(M" p) and ty(M" p), i.e., the pointed Tutte polynomial
of (M" p, q) from the bipointed Tutte polynomial of (M, p, q). An analogous
formula will be obtained for (Mp, q). The formulas for the (single) pointed
Tutte polynomials of (M"q, p) and (Mq, p) can be derived by symmetry.
Lemma 9. Let (M, p, q) be a bipointed matroid with bipointed Tutte poly-
nomial tpq(M). If p is a circuit point in M, then
tq(M" p)=x [(x&1) txx(M)+tyx(M)+tcc(M)]
+ y [(x&1) txy(M)+tyy(M)] (8)
and
tq(Mp)=x [txx(M)+( y&1) tyx(M)]
+ y [txy(M )+( y&1) tyy(M)+tcc(M)]. (9)
By symmetry, if q is a circuit point in M, then
tp(M"q)=x [(x&1) txx(M)+txy(M )+tcc(M)]
+ y [(x&1) tyx(M)+tyy(M)]
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and
tp(Mq)=x [txx(M)+( y&1) txy(M)]
+ y [tyx(M )+( y&1) tyy(M)+tcc(M)].
Proof. Equation (8) follows by induction on |E(M)|, where special cases
M=(M1 , p) (M2 , q), M=(Cn, p, q)N, and M=(Cn , p, q)N are
treated separately.
Equation (9) follows from (8) by Remarks 2(a) and 5(c). K
In a way analogous to Proposition 4, the following theorem shows how to
calculate the bipointed Tutte polynomial of a bipointed matroid M from the
Tutte polynomials of minors of a matroid M+ (which is the GPC of of M1
and M2). It is the main result of this section.
Theorem 10. Let (M, p, q) be a bipointed matroid such that p and q are
both circuit points and furthermore q is a circuit point in both M" p and Mp.
Let M+ be a matroid on E(M) _ [s] such that M=M+"s and [ p, q, s] is
a circuit in M+. We define the minors of M+: G1=M+" p"q"s, G2=
M+" pq"s, G3=M+p"q"s, G4=M+pqs, and G5=M+" p"qs. Let g be
the vector
g=[t(G1), t(G2), t(G3), t(G4), t(G5)]T,
and t the vector
t=[ztxx(M), ztxy(M), ztyx(M), ztyy(M), ztcc(M)]T
where z=(x+ y&xy)(1+x+ y&xy).
Then t=Cg, where C is the matrix
(1&y)2 1&y 1&y 2 1&y
1&y xy&x&y 1 1&x 1_ 1&y 1 xy&x&y 1&x 1 & .2 1&x 1&x (1&x)2 1&x
1&y 1 1 1&x xy&x&y
Thus, we can compute the bipointed Tutte polynomial of M from the Tutte
polynomials of the minors G1 , ..., G5 of M+.
Proof. Let (M&, p) be a single pointed matroid with M&=M+"qs.
First we will prove that if m is the vector
m=[zt(M" p"q), zt(M" pq), zt(Mp"q), zt(Mpq), zty(M&)]T
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and A is the matrix
(x&1)2 x&1 x&1 1 x&1
x&1 (x&1)(y&1) 1 y&1 1
A=_ x&1 1 (x&1)(y&1) y&1 1 & ,1 y&1 y&1 (y&1)2 y&1
1 0 0 0 y&1
then m=At. By (8) we have
tq(M" p)=x [(x&1) txx(M)+tyx(M)+tcc(M)]
+ y [(x&1) txx(M )+tyy(M)].
By assumption q is a circuit point in M" p, so we may apply (3), yielding
t(M" p"q)=(x&1)[(x&1) txx(M)+tyx(M)+tcc(M )]
+(x&1) txy(M)+tyy(M),
which proves the first of the five equations of m=At. Equations two, three,
and four of the system are proved analogously and the last equation is
obtained by comparing the coefficients of y y in (6) and (7) of Lemma 7.
Now M=M+"s, so G1=M" p"q, G2=M" pq, and G3=Mp"q. In
M+pq s must be a loop because [ p, q, s] is a circuit of M+, so the
deletion of s is the same as its contraction and we see that G4=Mpq. By
same conclusion M&p=M+s"qp=G4. Furthermore, M&" p=G5 and by
Proposition 4
(x+ y&xy) ty(M&)=t(M&" p)&(x&1) t(M&p).
Using all these identities we see that
m=[zt(G1), zt(G2), zt(G3), zt(G4), (1+x+ y&xy)
_(t(G5)&(x&1) t(G4))]T.
Defining
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
B=_0 0 1 0 0 & ,0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 (1&x)(1+x+y&xy) (1+x+y&xy)
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we can write m=Bg and so we obtain
Bg=At. (10)
If 1+x+ y&xy{0 and x+ y&xy{0 then the inverse A-1 of A exists and
is the matrix
(1&y)2
&x&y+xy
1&y
&x&y+xy
1&y
&x&y+xy
1+x+y&xy
&x&y+xy
y&1
1&y
&x&y+xy
1
1
&x&y+xy
0 &1
1&y
&x&y+xy
1
&x&y+xy
1 0 &1
2
&x&y+xy
1&x
&x&y+xy
1&x
&x&y+xy
0 x&1
1&y
&x&y+xy
1
&x&y+xy
1
&x&y+xy
(1+x+y&xy)(1&x)
&x&y+xy
x+y&xy
times (&1&x& y+xy)&1. Hence t=Cg, where C=A&1B.
Now assume that 1+x+ y&xy=0 or x+ y&xy=0. Then t is a zero
vector. Equation (10) still holds, since it has been derived with no assump-
tions on values of x and y. Hence Bg is a zero vector and t=A&1Bg holds
trivially. K
6. SPLITTING FORMULAS FOR A GPC AND
A 3-SUM OF TWO MATROIDS
Throughout this section we use the following notations. Let M1 , M2 be
matroids, E1=E(M1), E2=E(M2), and T=E1 & E2=[ p, q, s]. We assume
that N=M1 | T is a 3-circuit and the GPC M=PN(M1 , M2) of M1 and M2
exists. (In general, we drop the superscript ‘‘+’’ when describing matroids
containing all three elements p, q, s # T).
A looping of a matroid M on WE(M) is the following operation which
yields a looped matroid denoted as L(M, W) or as L(M, e) if W=[e]. For
every e # W such that e is not a loop we adjoin (add) in M an element e$
parallel to l, which yields a matroid M$. Put W$=[e$ # E(M$): e # W]. Then
L(M, W)=M$W$ (or L(M, W)=M if W$ is empty or if W is empty).
Put N=[L(N, W) : WE(N)]. Using the definitions from Table I, we
obviously have N=[N +1 , ..., N
+
5 ]. For the rest of this section we will write
Ni # N for the matroid N +i given in Table I for i=1, ..., 5.
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For i=1, ..., 5 let M i2 be the looped matroid L(M2 , W), where W is the
subset of T such that Ni=L(N, W). We define M2=[M 12 , ..., M
5
2].
Let cl1 be the closure operator of M1 . The following lemma shows some
basic properties of the GPC.
Lemma 11 [5, p. 419]. The GPC has the following properties:
(a) PN(M1 , M2) | E1=M1 and PN(M1 , M2) | E2=M2.
(b) If e # E1&T, then PN(M1 , M2)"e=PN(M1"e, M2).
(c) If e # E1&cl1(T), then PN(M1 , M2)e=PN(M1 e, M2).
(d) If e # T, then PN(M1 , M2)e=PNe(M1e, M2e).
Lemma 12. Let R(E1&T) be a calculation on M1 yielding the sum
t(M1)= :
|N|
i=1
mc(Ni) t(Ni).
Then R(E1&T) is applicable to M=PN(M1 , M2), and we have
mc(Ni)=mc(M i2) for i=1, ..., 5,
which implies
t(M)= :
|N|
i=1
mc(Ni) t(Mi2).
Proof. Let R be a reduction occurring during the calculation R(E1&T)
and let M$=M(R), M$1=M1(R). In following we will show that for any
reduction R occurring during R(E1&T) we have M$ | E1=M$1 . It is not
hard to see that then we have the following: if R has length |E1&T |, then
M$ | E1=M$1 # N. Hence mc(Ni)=mc(M i2) for i=1, ..., 5 by the definition
of the minor coefficients.
We will show the statement M$ | E1=M$1 by induction on the length of R.
The base case holds as M | E1=M1 by Lemma 11(a). For the induction step
assume that M$ | E1=M$1 holds for a reduction R. R might have changed N
into a matroid N$=M$1 | T. Obviously there is a set WT with
N$=L(N, W). Let M$2=L(M2 , W). We have then M$2 | T=N$.
Now let e # E1&T be an element to be reduced in the next step of the
calculation. We want to show that
M$e=PN$(M$1e, M$2)
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and
M$"e=PN$(M$1"e, M$2).
Then (M$e) | E1=M$1e and (M$"e) | E1=M$1"e by Lemma 11(a), which
would complete the induction.
But, by (b), (c), and (d) of Lemma 1 we have that
v if e # E(M$1)&T, then M$"e=PN$(M$1"e, M$2),
v if e # E(M$1)&cl1(T), then M$e=PN$(M$1 e, M$2),
v if e # cl1(T) and e will be contracted, we have the following two
cases:
 if e is a loop then we can delete e and so again
M$"e=PN$(M$1"e, M$2),
 otherwise e is parallel to some element e$ # T. We contract e$ and
by (d) of the mentioned lemma we have
PN$(M$1 , M$2)e$=PN$e(M$1e, M$2e).
To satisfy the condition that only elements in E1&T are reduced, we relabel
e and e$. The effect of these operations equals a looping on e$ # T. K
Theorem 13 (Splitting Formula for GPC with N Being a 3-Circuit). Let
M he a GPC PN(M1 , M2) with N being a 3-circuit. We write E1=E(M1),
E2=E(M2), E(N)=T=[ p, q, s], and require that in M1 there is a circuit
U1 _ [q] with U1 E1&T and a circuit U2 _ [ p] with U2 E1&T
(otherwise M can be represented as a parallel connection or a direct sum of M1
and M2).
Let
G1=M1" p"q"s, G2=M1" pq"s, G3=M1p"q"s,
G4=M1pqs, G5=M1" p"qs.
Let
M12=M2 , M
2
2=L(M2 , q), M
3
2=L(M2 , p),
M 42=L(L(M2 , p), q), M
5
2=L(M2 , s).
Furthermore, we define the vectors
g=[t(G1), t(G2), t(G3), t(G4), t(G5)]T
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and
h=[t(M 12), t(M
2
2), t(M
3
2), t(M
4
2), t(M
5
2)]
T.
Then
zt(M)=gTCh,
where z=(x+ y&xy)(1+x+ y&xy) and C is the symmetric matrix given in
Theorem 10.
Proof. Put M &1 =M1"s. By assumption both p and q are circuit points
in M &1 and q is a circuit point in both M
&
1 " p and M
&
1 p. Thus, we may
apply Theorem 10 to M1 , yielding
gTC=tT=[ztxx(M &1 ), ztxy(M
&
1 ), ztyx(M
&
1 ), ztyy(M
&
1 ), ztcc(M
&
1 )].
It remains to show that the minor coefficients mc(M 12), ..., mc(M
5
2) are
txx(M &1 ), txy(M
&
1 ), tyx(M
&
1 ), tyy(M
&
1 ), and tcc(M
&
1 ), respectively, as then
zt(M)=z :
5
i=1
mc(Mi2) t(M
i
2)=t
Th=gTCh
by (2) and by the fact that |N|=5, which can be seen from Table I (where
M+=N).
By Lemma 6 txx(M&1 ), txy(M
&
1 ), tyx(M
&
1 ), tyy(M
&
1 ), and tcc(M
&
1 ) are
exactly mc(N1), ..., mc(N5), respectively (the matroids N1 , ..., N5 are denoted
in Lemma 6 as N+1 , ..., N
+
5 , respectively). We apply Lemma 11 to see that
the minor coefficients mc(N1), ..., mc(N5) are exactly mc(M 12), ..., mc(M
5
2),
respectively. K
The following theorem gives a splitting formula for 3-sums of matroids.
Theorem 14 (Splitting Formula for 3-Sums of Matroids). Let M$=
M1  3M2 be a 3-sum of the matroids M1 and M2 . We write E1=E(M1),
E2=E(M2), E(N)=T=[ p, q, s], and N=M1 | T=M2 | T. We also require
that in M1 there is a circuit U1 _ [q] with U1 E1&T and a circuit
U2 _ [ p] with U2 E1&T, and that in M2 there is a circuit V1 _ [q] with
V1 E2&T and a circuit V2 _ [ p] with V2 E2&T, i.e., we require that M$
cannot be represented as a 2-sum or a direct sum of M1 and M2 . Then the
following splitting formula holds.
Let
G1=M1" p"q"s, G2=M1" pq"s, G3=M1p"q"s,
G4=M1pqs, G5=M1" p"qs.
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Let
H1=M2" p"q"s, H2=M2" pq"s, H3=M2p"q"s,
H4=M2pqs, H5=M1" p"qs.
Furthermore, we define the vectors:
g=[t(G1), t(G2), t(G3), t(G4), t(G5)]T
and
h$=[t(H1), t(H2), t(H3), t(H4), t(H5)]T.
Then
zt(M)=gTCh$,
where z=(x+ y&xy)(1+x+ y&xy) and C is the symmetric matrix given in
Theorem 10.
Proof. We apply R1, R2, and R3 to the elements in T of M=
PN(M1 , M2), yielding
t(M1 3M2)=t(PN(M1 , M2))&t(Mq"s" p)&t(Mp"s"q)&t(Ms" p"q)
&t(Mqs" p)&t(Mps"q)& yt(Mpq"s) (11)
(clearly, Mqs" p=Mps"q=Mpq"s).
Except for M1  3M2 , each of the matroids occurring on the right-hand
side of the above equation is a direct sum or a 2-sum of two matroids on
E1&T and on E2&T, respectively. Therefore, t(Mqs" p)=t(Mps"q)=
t(Mpq"s)=t(G4) t(H4) and, for example,
(xy&x& y) t(Mq"s" p)=[t(G4) t(G2)] _x&1&1
&1
y&1&_
t(H4)
t(H2)& .
Thus, we can represent each of the polynomials on the right-hand side of
Eq. (11) except for t(PN(M1 , M2)) in terms of the Tutte polynomials of
G1 , ..., G5 and H1 , ..., H5 .
Also, the splitting formula of the GPC for t(PN(M1 , M2)) can be given in
terms of the Tutte polynomials of G1 , ..., G5 and H1 , ..., H5 , as h of
Theorem 13 can be easily calculated from the Tutte polynomials of
H1 , ..., H5 by applying the rules R1, R2, and R3:
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t(H1)+t(H2)+t(H3)+(2+y) t(H4)+t(H5)
y(t(H2)+(1+y) t(H4))
h=_ y(t(H3)+(1+y) t(H4)) & .y3t(H4)y(t(H5)+(1+y) t(H4))
In the final step we multiply out the right-hand side of the Eq. (11) and
recollect the coefficients of the products t(Gi) t(Hj) for i, j # [1, ..., 5].
It turns out that the splitting formula for M1  3M2 is identical to the one
for the GPC but h is exchanged with h$ to give
zt(M1  3M2)=gTCh$. K
Remark 15. Oxley [6] has obtained similar splitting formulas for a
3-sum and for a GPC across a 3-point line. In place of the matroids
G1 , ..., G5 , Oxley’s formulas require the matroids M1 , M1 q, M1 p, M1s,
and M1 pqs and they require the matroids M2 , M2 q, M2p, M2 s, and
M2pqs in place of M 12 , ..., M
5
2 (splitting formula for 3-sums) or H1 , ..., H5
(splitting formulas for a GPC). Using the rules R1, R2, and R3 the Tutte
polynomials of Mi , Miq, Mip, Mis, and Mipqs, for i=1, 2, can be
expressed as the Tutte polynomials of the matroids used in Theorem 13 and
Theorem 14. Then a calculation shows that Oxley’s formulas are equivalent
to the formulas given above. We restate the two most important formulas as
communicated, but using the notations from Theorem 14 and putting
A1=t(M1q)+t(M1p)+t(M1s)
and
A2=t(M2q)+t(M2p)+t(M2s).
Splitting Formula for a GPC of Matroids M1 and M2 with the Connecting
Minor N Being a 3-Circuit.
t(PN(M1 , M2))
=(xy&x& y)&1(xy&x& y&1)&1((xy&x& y&1) y
} [t(M1q) t(M2q)+t(M1 p) t(M2 p)+t(M1 s) t(M2 s)]
+2y3[t(M1) t(M2 qps)+t(M2) t(M1 qps)]+ y2A1A2
+ y(1& y)[t(M1) A2+t(M2) A1]
& y3(1+x)[t(M1 qps) A2+t(M2qps) A1]
+ y3(x2+x+ y+3xy) t(M1 qps) t(M2 qps)+( y&1)2t(M1) t(M2)).
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Splitting Formula for the 3-Sum of Matroids M1 and M2.
t(M1  3M2)
=(xy&x& y)&1(xy&x& y&1)&1((xy&x& y&1)
} [t(M1q) t(M2 q)+t(M1 p) t(M2 p)+t(M1 s) t(M2s)]
+2y3[t(M1) t(M2qpq)+t(M2) t(M1 qps)]+ y2A1A2
+ y(1& y)[t(M1) A2+t(M2) A1]
& y2(1+x+2y)[t(M1 qps) A2+t(M2qps) A1]
+t(M1qps) t(M2qps)[4y4+5y3+3y2+ y+x+x2+3xy
+3xy2+3xy3]+( y&1)2 t(M1) t(M2)).
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